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all of the radio frequency information is the basis of phase paper collection, simple
data statistics. So Xinjiang radio frequency information work basically did not form a
complete, scientific and systematic system, from the perspective of the efficiency and
the effect of the implementation of work, the overall teaching results are not very ideal.
In order to be able to make Xinjiang radio frequency information management can
play a role of the management better and better in the future of radio frequency
management achievements, thus through to understand the needs of the radio
frequency management information related to further adjustment and optimization of
radio frequency management information management and the development direction
of Xinjiang, to establish a relatively perfect management information system become
the Xinjiang radio frequency radio frequency is an important part of information
management work.
The radio frequency management information system is based on Browser/Server
architecture design, use IIS + ASP + Microsoft SQL Server 2005 web programming
techniques, development languages such as UML, HTML, VBScript, complete service
access and calls between each subsystem, using TCP/IP channel, to realize the
communication and data transmission system. Main realization of the system function
is to check the basic information of the radio frequency management, including:
ultrashort wave, medium wave, long wave, microwave, radio, earth station, etc. And
frequency division of information, including: frequency division diagram, the
frequency division, etc.; And frequency planning information, including: frequency
plan, frequency planning list, etc.; And maintenance of frequency resource information,
including: the radio frequency information increase, etc. Using the system for radio
management workers can easily within the region on frequency resource information,















Introduces the radio frequency, on the basis of management information system
function, shows the realization process of the system: demand analysis, based on the
development background of this system and radio management requirements, the
system function and performance requirements in terms of text description,
preliminary conclusion to the function of the system management expectations;
Function module design, converting the demand analysis to the design of the system
module, detailed introduces the system structure and function of each module design;
Database design part, this paper introduces the connection between the data table field
design and table; System implementation part, mainly introduced the realization of the
system; System test, record how successful the results of the testing system.
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